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This paper extends quadratic hedging from European to Bermudan options in discrete time when markets are
incomplete and investigates its use for supporting exercise policy optimization. The key idea is to construct
date specific approximate replicating portfolios. Hedging any given exercise policy can be done by solving a
collection of stochastic dynamic programs. Optimizing the exercise policy based on the resulting martingale
measure requires care. If this measure is risk neutral (RN), the value of an optimal such policy, which can be
obtained by augmenting the hedging model with an exercise policy optimization step, is a no arbitrage one.
Otherwise this approach must be refined by imposing time consistency on exercise policies, although the
value of the resulting exercise policy may not be arbitrage free. Following the common pragmatic strategy of
specifying quadratic hedging under an RN measure, e.g., one calibrated to market prices, avoids these issues.
In particular, it provides a simple hedging policy with immediate practical applicability and is equivalent to
exercise policy optimization under RN valuation, thus complementing it with a consistent hedging policy. A
simple numerical example shows that this procedure generates effective hedging policies.
1. Introduction
Bermudan, or more generally American, options play important roles in the fields of financial
engineering (Shiryaev 1999, Duffie 2001, Cont and Tankov 2004, Shreve 2004, Detemple 2005)
and real options (Dixit and Pindyck 1994, Trigeorgis 1996, Guthrie 2009): They are both traded
in several stock, commodity, and energy exchanges and form the building blocks of models that
represent the managerial flexibility embedded in projects.
Models for valuing and exercising American/Bermudan options represent the business problem
of deciding when to optimally perform an activity in the face of uncertainty in the resulting payoff,
e.g., buying or selling a traded asset at a given price, building a new plant, and developing land or
a new technology. A key feature of these models is thus the option exercise policy, which prescribes
when to execute this activity.
It would be natural to take market value maximization as the objective of the optimization of an
American/Bermudan option exercise policy. However, such an objective is unambiguous provided
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that markets are complete. That is, in this case the market value of any feasible exercise policy is
uniquely determined as the one of the portfolio of securities that dynamically replicates the cash
flows of this policy. This setting underlies the classical approaches of no arbitrage pricing and
related risk neutral (RN) valuation in complete markets (Shiryaev 1999, Duffie 2001, Bingham and
Kiesel 2004, Shreve 2004, Fusai and Roncoroni 2008, Babich and Kamrad 2011). In contrast, this
uniqueness disappears when markets are incomplete, which is the norm in both theory and practice
(see, e.g., Bingham and Kiesel 2004, Ch. 7, Cont and Tankov 2004, Ch. 10, Staum 2008). In
advanced models of the evolution of the prices of traded assets (Shiryaev 1999, Cont and Tankov
2004, Shreve 2004, Benth et al. 2008) market incompleteness ensues because the number of risk
sources exceeds the number of traded securities. In actual markets incompleteness manifests itself
in the lack of contracts written and traded on specific risks (see, e.g., Swindle 2014, Part III,
Mahoney 2016, and Swindle 2016 for discussions in commodity and energy contexts). Moreover,
managers need hedging policies to mitigate the risk embedded in the cash flows of option exercise
policies (see, e.g., Bertsimas et al. 2001, Secomandi et al. 2015).
Approaches to deal with market incompleteness include the use of RN measures and related
no arbitrage intervals; superhedging; utility functions (indifference pricing) and risk measures; and
approximate hedging (see, e.g., Cont and Tankov 2004, Chapter 10, §11.4, Staum 2008). RN
measures and no arbitrage intervals (see, e.g., Smith 2005, Fo¨llmer and Schied 2016, §6.3) are
not directly associated with a hedging policy. Superhedging (see, e.g., Fo¨llmer and Schied 2016,
Chapter 7) may lead to hedging policies that are too conservative (see, e.g., the discussion in Cont
and Tankov 2004, §10.2). Utility functions and risk measures (see, e.g., Smith and Nau 1995,
Carmona 2009, Ruszczyn´ski and Shapiro 2006) rely on parameters that need to be calibrated or
otherwise specified to reflect the risk propensity of decision makers (see, e.g., Walls and Dyer 1996).
Within approximate hedging methods, quadratic hedging (see, e.g., Fo¨llmer and Sondermann 1986,
Scha¨l 1994, Schweizer 1995, 1996, Bertsimas et al. 2001, Gugushvili 2003, Cˇerny´ 2004, Lim 2004,
Hubalek et al. 2006) is not based on such parameters and yields a hedging policy that can be
computed using recursive formulas based on stochastic dynamic programming. However, when
formulated under the statistical measure it generates a pricing measure known as variance-optimal
martingale measure that in general is not an RN measure (it can even be signed). It can thus lead
to option prices that are not arbitrage free. Despite this possible drawback, quadratic hedging is
practically appealing. In particular, according to Rheinla¨nder and Sexton (2008, p. 6) “when [the
quadratic] criterion is formulated under [an RN] measure, it turns out that this is, in fact, quite
a viable approach to hedging.” The current applicability of quadratic hedging appears limited to
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European options.
This paper extends quadratic hedging from the European to the Bermudan case in discrete time
and analyzes its appropriateness for supporting the optimization of the option exercise policy. As is
commonly discussed in the quadratic hedging literature (Cont and Tankov 2004, §10.4, Rheinla¨nder
and Sexton 2008, Chapter 6 and §9.3), it does so when modeling occurs under the statistical
measure or an RN one, e.g., an RN measure calibrated to market data. In particular, “it may
be more pragmatic to hedge using a [quadratic] criterion with respect to [an RN] measure [than
the statistical measure]” (Rheinla¨nder and Sexton 2008, p. 259). Although made in the context
of European options, as discussed below this statement remains relevant to Bermudan options.
Irrespective of the measure used, the fundamental starting point is the construction of date specific
and self financing approximate replicating portfolios.
Relying on the statistical measure to hedge any given exercise policy involves solving a set of
stochastic dynamic programs that modify the ones of Bertsimas et al. (2001), Gugushvili (2003),
and Cˇerny´ (2004). As in Schweizer (1995, 1996), the amount of capital associated with the optimal
portfolio for a given date, labeled minimal (financial) production cost in Bertsimas et al. (2001), can
be expressed as the expectation under the variance-optimal martingale measure of its corresponding
exercise policy dated cash flow discounted at the risk free rate. Exercise policy optimization based
on this measure must be carefully handled. When the variance-optimal martingale measure is an
RN measure, it is natural to add to the hedging model an exercise policy optimization component
that by maximizing the sum of these quantities provides both an exercise policy and a no arbitrage
value for the option. Else, this model needs to be tweaked by enforcing time consistency on
exercise policies, even though at optimality its objective function is not guaranteed to correspond
to an arbitrage free option value.
Using an RN measure considerably simplifies both hedging and exercise policy optimization.
The optimal hedging policy becomes straightforward. It thus has direct relevance in practice.
Optimizing the exercise policy reduces to optimization of such a policy based on RN valuation.
Hence, in this case the proposed quadratic hedging approach allows using existing methods for
optimizing the exercise policy (see, e.g., Glasserman 2004, Chapter 8, Detemple 2005) and enhances
this mainstream valuation methodology with a congruous hedging policy. Further, it sidesteps the
issues associated with estimating a statistical measure (Cont and Tankov 2004, §10.4.3). That is,
this alternative is a practical way to apply the quadratic hedging extension for Bermudan options
put forth in this paper. A simple numerical example indicates that its hedging policies are effective.
Section 2 presents the modeling setting. Sections 3 and 4 respectively deal with the optimization
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of hedging and exercise policies when modeling is based on the statistical measure. Section 4 focuses
on the case when the hedging and exercise models are formulated using any given RN measure.
Section 6 compares these two approaches in a numerical example. Section 7 concludes.
2. Modeling Setting
Consider a Bermudan option that can be exercised at each of I dates with respective indices in set
I := {0, 1, . . . , I − 1}. The state variable yi describes the option status on date Ti. It can take
values in the set Y := {0, 1}, with 0 and 1 indicating that the option has been exercised and is still
alive, respectively.
Denote by Pi the price on date Ti of a traded asset, such as a futures or a stock. The restriction
to a single asset is for simplicity of exposition and analysis. The set Pi includes the possible values
of the price Pi on date Ti. A known Markovian stochastic process governs the price evolution. It
is independent of the option exercise decisions. There is a risk free bond. Its associated discount
factor from date Ti back to date Ti−1 with i ∈ I \ {0} is Di. It is deterministic, for simplicity.
Let π be a feasible option exercise policy. The set of feasible policies is Π. The decision rule
of policy π ∈ Π on date Ti is Xπi . It is a function of the state (yi, Pi) on date Ti with output
constrained to be in the set X (yi), with X (0) := {0} and X (1) := {0, 1}, where 0 and 1 indicate
the do nothing and exercise decisions, respectively. Applying the decision rule Xπi to state (yi, Pi)
on date Ti yields the cash flow Ci (X
π
i (yi, Pi) , yi, Pi) on date Ti and changes the option status from
yi on date Ti to yi−Xπi (yi, Pi) on date Ti+1. This cash flow equals zero when Xπi (yi, Pi) evaluates
to zero. Otherwise it is a given function of the price Pi and, possibly, the date Ti.
The dynamics of the price of the traded asset give rise to an incomplete market. That is, the
cash flows of feasible option exercise policies cannot be perfectly replicated by dynamically trading
this asset and a risk less bond.
3. Hedging
Given a feasible exercise policy, this section introduces approximate replicating portfolios in §3.1,
formulates quadratic hedging optimization models based on the statistical measure in §3.2, discusses
their optimal solutions in §3.3, and characterizes minimal production costs in §3.4.
3.1 Approximate Replication Portfolios
The basic modeling idea is to form a self financing portfolio for each possible exercise date that
includes positions in the risk less bond and the traded asset to replicate as close as possible, in a
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manner stated below, the cash flow of the given exercise policy on this date. That is, separate such
portfolios approximately replicate the option cash flows obtained on different dates.
Financial trading corresponding to hedging the date Tj cash flow occurs on dates T0 through
Tj−1. Denote by Bi,j and θi,j , respectively, the dollar amount of a position in a risk less bond and
the position in the traded asset set up on date Ti to replicate the date Tj cash flow; θj,j := 0.
If the traded asset is such that the date Ti market value of the position θi,j is θi,jPi, e.g.,
when this asset is a stock as in Bertsimas et al. (2001), then the value of the replicating portfolio
established on date Ti is
Vi,j = θi,jPi +Bi,j . (1)
The self financing condition is (θi,j − θi+1,j)Pi+1 = Bi+1,j − Bi,j/Di+1, where the left hand side
is the cash flow on date Ti+1 of adjusting the position in the traded asset from θi,j to θi+1,j .
Rearranging this expression yields
θi+1,jPi+1 +Bi+1,j =
θi,jPi +Bi,j
Di+1
+
(
Pi+1 − Pi
Di+1
)
θi,j ,
which, using (1), is equivalent to
Vi+1,j =
Vi,j
Di+1
+
(
Pi+1 − Pi
Di+1
)
θi,j . (2)
If the traded asset is a futures (Secomandi 2019) then the value of the financial trading portfolio
on date Ti is
Vi,j = Bi,j , (3)
because the market value, rather than the price, of a futures position is zero when it is set up (Black
1976). In this case the self financing condition is (Pi+1 − Pi) θi,j = Bi+1,j − Bi,j/Di+1, where the
left hand side is the date Ti+1 mark to market cash flow of the futures position created on date Ti.
It follows from (3) that this expression can be equivalently written as
Vi+1,j =
Vi,j
Di+1
+ (Pi+1 − Pi) θi,j . (4)
Defining P i as Pi if the traded asset is a futures and to Pi/Di+1 otherwise, (2) and (4) can be
stated in a unified fashion as
Vi+1,j =
Vi,j
Di+1
+
(
Pi+1 − P i
)
θi,j . (5)
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3.2 Optimization Models
Let ψ be a self financing financial trading policy and Ψ be the set of such policies. Each policy ψ
maintains I distinct approximate replicating portfolios, that is, one for each cash flow on dates T0
through TI−1; the one for date T0 only includes a position in the risk free bond. Denote by V
ψ
i,j
the date Ti value of the date Tj cash flow component of the portfolio of policy ψ. The value of
this portfolio satisfies the dynamics specified by (5) with Vi,j and Vi+1,j replaced by V
ψ
i,j and V
ψ
i+1,j ,
respectively, and θi,j determined by ψ.
Fix a feasible exercise policy π. Let yπi be the option status on date Ti when following this policy.
Denote by E expectation under the statistical measure. Define V0 as (V0,i, i ∈ I), where each term
V0,i is a real number, as the vector of initial capital requirements for the portfolios associated with
the dated cash flows. The terms y0 and P0 are the starting option status and price, respectively.
The financial trading policy optimization model is
min
ψ∈Ψ
∑
i∈I
E
[(
Ci (X
π
i (y
π
i , Pi) , y
π
i , Pi)− V ψi,i
)2 | V0, y0, P0] . (6)
This model reduces to the one studied by Scha¨l (1994), Schweizer (1995, 1996), Bertsimas et al.
(2001), and Gugushvili (2003) when the cash flows for dates T0 through TI−2 are identically zero,
both the option exercise policy and the option status are suppressed, and the date TI−1 cash flow is
given—Cˇerny´ (2004) considers a more general model for European options with stochastic interest
rate and multiple traded assets. Further, letting ψ∗ be an optimal policy for (6), the model that
optimizes the initial capital requirement vector is
min
V0∈RI
∑
i∈I
E
[(
Ci (X
π
i (y
π
i , Pi) , y
π
i , Pi)− V ψ
∗
i,i
)2 | V0, y0, P0] . (7)
Denote as Vπ0 (y0, P0) its optimal solution, which is unique (see Proposition 1 in §3.3), and as
Vπ0,i(y0, P0) its i-th component. Following Bertsimas et al. (2001, p. 373), the minimal production
cost of policy π is
∑
i∈I Vπ0,i(y0, P0).
3.3 Optimal Solutions
Similar to Bertsimas et al. (2001), Gugushvili (2003), and Cˇerny´ (2004), the solution of model (6)
can be approached via stochastic dynamic programming. The stage set is I. Let Vi be the RI−i-
vector (Vi,i, j ∈ I, j ≥ i) for each i ∈ I. The state in stage i is the tuple (Vi, yi, Pi) ∈ RI−i×Yi×Pi.
The value function in stage I − 1 and state (VI−1,I−1, yI−1, PI−1) is
JπI−1 (VI−1,I−1, yI−1, PI−1) :=
[
CI−1
(
XπI−1 (yI−1, PI−1) , yI−1, PI−1
)− VI−1,I−1]2 . (8)
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For stage i ∈ I\{I−1} define Vi+1,j (Vi,j , θi,j) as Vi,j/Di+1+
(
Pi+1 − P i
)
θi,j for each j ∈ I and j > i,
V
(−i)
i the vector Vi with its component Vi,i removed, θi as the RI−i−1-vector (θi,j , j ∈ I, j > i), and
Vi+1
(
V
(−i)
i ,θi
)
as the RI−i−1-vector (Vi+1,j (Vi,j , θi,j) , j ∈ I, j > i). The value function in each
such stage and associated state satisfies the recursion
Jπi (Vi, yi, Pi) = [Ci(X
π
i (yi, Pi) , yi, Pi)− Vi,i]2
+ min
θi∈RI−i−1
E
[
Jπi+1
(
Vi+1
(
V
(−i)
i ,θi
)
, yi −Xπi (yi, Pi) , Pi+1
)
| Pi
]
. (9)
The absence of constraints on financial trading implies that the stage i value function can be
expressed as the sum of value functions that solve separate stochastic dynamic programs for dates
Ti+1 through TI−1. To formally state this decomposition property, for each date Tj with j ∈ I
define the set Ij := {0, 1, . . . , j}. The stages of the date Tj specific stochastic dynamic program
are the elements of this set. The state in each stage i ∈ Ij is the triple (Vi,j , yi, Pi) ∈ R× Yi × Pi.
Let Jπi,j(Vi,j , yi, Pi) be the date Tj value function in stage i and state (Vi,j , yi, Pi). In stage j and
each state (Vj,j , yj , Pj) this function is J
π
j,j(Vj,j , yj , Pj) :=
[
Cj
(
Xπj (yj , Pj) , yj , Pj
)
− Vj,j
]2
. For
each earlier stage i and state (Vi,j , yi, Pi) this function satisfies the Bellman equation
Jπi,j(Vi,j , yi, Pi) = min
θi,j∈R
E
[
Jπi+1,j (Vi+1,j (Vi,j , θi,j) , yi −Xπi (yi, Pi) , Pi+1) | Pi
]
. (10)
Lemma 1 states the claimed decomposition result; its proof, based on an induction argument, is
omitted for brevity.
Lemma 1. For each stage i ∈ I and state (Vi, yi, Pi) ∈ RI−i × Yi × Pi the value function
Jπi (Vi, yi, Pi) equals
∑
j∈I,j≥i J
π
i,j (Vi,j , yi, Pi).
Both each date specific stochastic dynamic program and model (7) can be analyzed based on
a modification of Theorem 1 of Bertsimas et al. (2001), Theorem 1 of Gugushvili (2003), which is
equivalent to Theorem 1 of Bertsimas et al. (2001) but uses a different representation of some of
the relevant quantities, and Theorems 2 and 3 of Cˇerny´ (2004). Fix j ∈ I. For each price Pj ∈ Pj
define aj,j (Pj) := 1. To simplify the exposition let ∆Pi+1 := Pi+1 − P i. As in Gugushvili (2003),
and consistent with Schweizer (1995), set 0/0 to zero throughout. For each stage i ∈ Ij \ {j} and
price Pi ∈ Pi define
qi,j (Pi) :=
E [ai+1,j (Pi+1)∆Pi+1 | Pi]
E
[
ai+1,j (Pi+1) · (∆Pi+1)2 | Pi
] ,
ai,j (Pi) :=
1
D2i+1
E
[
ai+1,j (Pi+1) (1− qi,j (Pi)∆Pi+1)2 | Pi
]
.
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For each pair (yj , Pj) ∈ Yj ×Pj define bπj,j (yj , Pj) := Cj
(
Xπj (yj , Pj) , yj , Pj
)
and cπj,j (yj , Pj) := 0.
For each stage i ∈ Ij \ {j} and pair (yi,Pi) ∈ Yi × Pi define
pπi,j (yi, Pi) :=
E
[
ai+1,j (Pi+1) b
π
i+1,j (yi −Xπi (yi, Pi) , Pi+1)∆Pi+1 | Pi
]
E
[
ai+1,j (Pi+1) · (∆Pi+1)2 | Pi
] ,
bπi,j (yi, Pi) :=
1
ai,j (Pi)Di+1
E
[
ai+1,j (Pi+1) ·
(
bπi+1,j (yi −Xπi (yi, Pi) , Pi+1)− pπi,j (yi, Pi)∆Pi+1
)
· (1− qi,j (Pi)∆Pi+1) | Pi
]
,
cπi,j (yi, Pi) := E
[
cπi+1,j (yi −Xπi (yi, Pi) , Pi+1) | Pi
]
+E
[
ai+1,j (Pi+1) ·
(
bπi+1,j (yi −Xπi (yi, Pi) , Pi+1)− pπi,j (yi, Pi)∆Pi+1
)2 | Pi]
−ai,j (Pi)
[
bπi,j (yi, Pi)
]2
.
Proposition 1 states the solutions of both each date specific stochastic dynamic program and
model (7); it can be established by mimicking the derivations in Secomandi (2019).
Proposition 1. For each date Tj with j ∈ I, stage i ∈ Ij, and state (Vi,j , yi, Pi) ∈ R × Yi × Pi
the value function Jπi,j(Vi,j , yi, Pi) is ai,j (Pi)
[
bπi,j (yi, Pi)− Vi,j
]2
+ cπi,j (yi, Pi); ai,j (Pi) ≥ 0; and the
optimal solution to the maximization on the right hand side of (10) is
pπi,j (yi, Pi)−
1
Di+1
qi,j (Pi)Vi,j . (11)
The unique optimal solution of model (7) is
(
bπ0,j (y0, P0) , j ∈ I \ {0}
)
.
Proposition 1 provides the basis for a recursive algorithm to compute an optimal hedging policy
for any given exercise policy.
3.4 Characterization of Minimal Production Costs
For the ensuing development it is useful to characterize the element of the minimal production
cost vector, that is, the optimal solution of model (7) given in Proposition 1. Denote by E˜(0,j)
expectation under the measure that results from applying the change of measure∏j−1
i=0 (1− qi,j (Pi)∆Pi+1)
E
[∏j−1
i=0 (1− qi,j (Pi)∆Pi+1) | P0
] .
to the statistical measure. The resulting measure is known as the variance-optimal martingale
measure (see, e.g., Schweizer 1995, 1996) for date Tj (for European options the only relevant date
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is TI−1):
E˜(0,j) [∆Pi′+1 | P0] := E
⎡⎣ ∆Pi′+1∏j−1i=0 (1− qi,j (Pi)∆Pi+1)
E
[∏j−1
i=0 (1− qi,j (Pi)∆Pi+1) | P0
] | P0
⎤⎦
=
E
[
∆Pi′+1
∏j−1
i=0 (1− qi,j (Pi)∆Pi+1) | P0
]
E
[∏j−1
i=0 (1− qi,j (Pi)∆Pi+1) | P0
] = 0
for 0 < i′ + 1 ≤ j. Further, this measure can be signed (Schweizer 1996 provides conditions under
which it is a probability measure). Define D0,0 := 1 and D0,j :=
∏j
i=1Di for each j ∈ I \ {0}.
Corollary 1, which follows from Proposition 1 and is analogous to Corollary 3.2 of Schweizer (1995),
characterizes the elements of the minimal production cost vector Vπ0 (y0, P0); it can be obtained in
a manner similar to the development in Secomandi (2019).
Corollary 1. The term Vπ0,j (y0, P0) equals D0,jE˜(0,j)
[
Cj
(
Xπj
(
yπj , Pj
)
, yj , Pj
)
| y0, P0
]
for each
j ∈ I.
In complete markets the variance-optimal martingale measure coincides with the unique RN
measure. In this case Corollary 1 reduces to RN valuation (Shiryaev 1999, Duffie 2001, Bingham
and Kiesel 2004, Shreve 2004): The minimal production cost of the date Tj cash flow is the date T0
risk free discounted RN expectation of this payoff. In incomplete markets if the variance-optimal
martingale measure is not an RN measure then the sum of the minimal production costs can
fail to be a no arbitrage value. Example 1 illustrates this situation when this measure is signed
(see Schweizer 1995 for other examples).
Example 1. There are two dates (I = 2). The risk free interest rate is zero. The risky asset is a
futures with delivery on the second date. Its price is $3.20 on date T0 and $2.56, $6.4, and $16 with
respective probabilities 0.05, 0.05, and 0.90 on date T1 (there are no arbitrage opportunities, as
discussed toward the end of §4). The respective weights of the variance-optimal martingale measure
for these three date T1 states are −0.0808, 0.4496, and 0.6312. Consider a call option on the given
futures with strike price equal to $7; that is, the payoff from exercising this option in a given state is
the corresponding futures price minus this price. Pick the exercise policy that exercises the option
at time T1 when and only when the futures price is $16. Its date T1 cash flows are zero in both
states $2.56 and $6.4 and $9 in state $16, respectively. The minimal production cost of this policy
is thus −0.0808 · $9.00, which equals −$0.7254 and is not an arbitrage free value.
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4. Exercise Policy
This section considers the optimization of exercise policies assuming their cash flows are hedged
using the quadratic hedging approach based on the statistical measure presented in §3.
If the variance-optimal martingale measure is an RN measure for each date then it is natural to
formulate the following model that seeks an exercise policy with maximal total minimal production
cost: maxπ∈Π
∑
i∈I Vπ0,i(y0, P0). By Corollary 1 this model can be equivalently written as
max
π∈Π
∑
i∈I
D0,iE˜(0,i) [Ci (Xπi (yπi , Pi) , yπi , Pi) | y0, P0] . (12)
Under the stated condition, the optimal value of the objective function of this model is a no
arbitrage value.
If the variance-optimal measure is not an RN measure for some date, which occurs in particular
if this measure is signed, using model (12) directly is not advisable, because it amounts to finding
only an exercise policy with maximal total minimal production cost rather than a policy that is
optimal also under an RN measure. In other words, its optimal solution may be an unappealing
exercise policy that is simply costly to hedge. Example 2 illustrates this case.
Example 2. Consider Example 1. Suppose the strike price equals $3. The optimal policy for
model (12) exercises the option on date T1 when and only when the futures price is $6.4. This
policy is intuitively unappealing. Its minimal production cost is $1.5286. The optimal policy under
any RN measure exercises the option on the second date whenever the futures price exceeds the
strike price. It has a minimal production cost of $0.4777. This policy is naturally both more
attractive and cheaper to hedge than the former one.
Example 2 indicates that model (12) in general must be refined to be able to obtain reasonable
exercise policies. Optimal exercise policies are time consistent when the variance-optimal martingale
measure is an RN measure. It is thus desirable to impose this property on this model.
A time consistent exercise policy is such that if model (12) were reformulated in some state at
a date following the initial one then the corresponding residual part of an optimal policy obtained
on the initial date and state would be optimal for this later optimization. To formally state this
property, let π(i) be the part of policy π corresponding to dates Ti through TI−1 and Π(i) be the
set of all such feasible policies (π ≡ π(0) and Π ≡ Π(0)), define Di,i := 1 and Di,j :=
∏j
i′=i+1Di′ for
each j ∈ I with j > i, and let E˜(i,j) be analogous to E˜(0,j) with respect to the change of measure∏j−1
i′=i
(
1− qi′,j (Pi′)∆Pi′+1
)
E
[∏j−1
i′=i
(
1− qi′,j (Pi′)∆Pi′+1
) | Pi] .
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An optimal time consistent policy solves the following model for each date Ti with i ∈ I and state
(yi, Pi) ∈ Yi × Pi:
max
π(i)∈Π(i)
∑
j∈I,j≥i
Di,jE˜(i,j)
[
Cj
(
Xπ
(i)
j
(
yπ
(i)
j , Pj
)
, yπ
(i)
j , Pj
)
| yi, Pi
]
. (13)
The optimal policy to model (12) obtained in Example 2 is time inconsistent. Indeed, suppose
that the realized futures price on date T1 is $16. Reformulating and solving model (13) on this date
and state leads to a different decision compared to the one taken by the optimal policy obtained
on date T0: Exercising the option in this state is optimal.
Let ΠR be the restriction of the set of exercise policies Π that satisfy time consistency. The
proposed refinement of model (12) is
max
π∈ΠR
∑
i∈I
D0,i
˜E(0,i) [Ci (Xπi (yπi , Pi) , yπi , Pi) | y0, P0] . (14)
Denote by π⋄ an optimal policy for model (14), as well as model (12) when the variance-optimal
martingale measure is an RN measure for each date. It can be obtained by backward recursion.
The date TI−1 decision rule of policy π⋄ is argmaxx∈X (yI−1)CI−1(x, yI−1, PI−1), with ties broken
according to some given criterion. Assuming momentarily that the date Ti+1 decision rule of policy
π⋄ is known when i+ 1 ̸= I − 1, for each earlier date Ti, state (yi, Pi), and action x ∈ X (yi) define
px,π
⋄
i,j (yi, Pi) :=
E
[
ai+1,j (Pi+1) b
π⋄
i+1,j (yi − x, Pi+1)∆Pi+1 | Pi
]
E
[
ai+1,j (Pi+1) · (∆Pi+1)2 | Pi
] , (15)
bx,π
⋄
i,j (yi, Pi) :=
1
ai,j (Pi)Di+1
E
[
ai+1,j (Pi+1) ·
(
bπ
⋄
i+1,j (yi − x, Pi+1)− px,π
⋄
i,j (yi, Pi)∆Pi+1
)
· (1− qi,j (Pi)∆Pi+1) | Pi
]
. (16)
The date Ti decision rule of policy π
⋄ is argmaxx∈X (yi)
{
Ci (x, yi, Pi) +
∑
j∈I,j>i b
x,π⋄
i,j (yi, Pi)
}
, with
draws resolved conforming to some chosen stipulation.
In Example 2 model (14) yields the optimal exercise policy that one obtains under any RN
measure: Exercise on date T1 when and only when the futures price equals $6.4 or $16, as stated
in this example. However, in this case the optimal value of the objective function of model (14)
is not an arbitrage free value. Indeed, the optimal evaluation of this function and the set of
no arbitrage values are, respectively, $0.4777 and ($1.7/3, $13/21) ≈ ($0.5667, $0.6190), with this
range obtained based on the fact that all the RN measures are the ones that assign probability
PrRN ∈ (0, 1/21) to the futures prices $16 on date T1 and corresponding probabilities 5/6+5PrRN /2
and 1/6−7PrRN /2 to the futures prices $2.56 and $6.4 on this date. That is, in general the optimal
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value of the objective function of model (14) does not fall within the interval of arbitrage free values
for a given option when the variance-optimal martingale measure is not an RN measure.
5. Working with any Given RN Measure
Cont and Tankov (2004, §10.4.3) and Rheinla¨nder and Sexton (2008, §1.2.3) suggest specifying
quadratic hedging for European options under an RN measure, e.g., one calibrated to market data,
rather than the statistical measure to avoid the undesired potential effect associated with a signed
variance-optimal martingale measure (in this case the changed measure is identical to the initial
measure). This approach, which formally reduces to the model of Fo¨llmer and Sondermann (1986),
is a pragmatic way to obtain a reasonable heuristic for the original model with more practical
appeal than optimally solving this model: In addition to avoiding the stated possible pitfall, it
circumvents issues connected with the estimation of a statistical measure (Cont and Tankov 2004,
§10.4.3). This section adopts this strategy in the context of Bermudan options. That is, it assumes
that models (6), (7), and (12) are formulated under any given RN measure; (12) and (14) coincide
in this case.
Consider the RN version of model (6) that results from replacing the expectation E with the
RN expectation ERN. For each j ∈ I and (yj , Pj) ∈ Yj × Pj define aRNj,j := 1, bRN,πj,j (yj , Pj) :=
Cj
(
Xπj (yj , Pj) , yj , Pj
)
, and cRN,πj,j (yj , Pj) := 0. For each i ∈ Ij \ {j} let aRNi,j := 1/D2i,j . Further,
for each (yi, Pi) ∈ Yi × Pi define
pRN,πi,j (yi, Pi) :=
ERN
[
bRN,πi+1,j (yi −Xπi (yi, Pi) , Pi+1)∆Pi+1 | Pi
]
ERN
[
(∆Pi+1)
2 | Pi
] ,
bRN,πi,j (yi, Pi) := Di+1E
RN
[
bRN,πi+1,j (yi −Xπi (yi, Pi) , Pi+1) | Pi
]
,
cRN,πi,j (yi, Pi) := E
RN
[
cRN,πi+1,j (yi −Xπi (yi, Pi) , Pi+1) | Pi
]
+aRNi+1,jE
[ (
bRN,πi+1,j (yi −Xπi (yi, Pi) , Pi+1)− pRN,πi,j (yi, Pi)∆Pi+1
)2 | Pi]
−aRNi,j
[
bRN,πi,j (yi, Pi)
]2
.
These definitions result from the fact that the expression that defines the term qi,j (Pi) evaluates
to zero when E is replaced with ERN. For each i ∈ Ij and (Vi,j , yi, Pi) ∈ R × Yi × Pi denote
aRNi,j
[
bRN,πi,j (yi, Pi)− Vi,j
]2
+ cRN,πi,j (yi, Pi) as J
RN,π
i,j (Vi,j , yi, Pi). The value function associated with
the RN version of model (6) represented as a stochastic dynamic program is JRN,πi (Vi, yi, Pi) and
can be expressed as
∑
j∈I,j>i J
RN,π
i,j (Vi,j , yi, Pi) for each i ∈ I and (Vi, yi, Pi) ∈ RI−i × Yi × Pi.
On date Ti and state (Vi,j , yi, Pi) the RN optimal traded asset position for the date Tj ap-
proximate replicating portfolio is pRN,πi,j (yi, Pi). Compared to (11), this quantity does not depend
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on Vi,j and is thus easier to use. Further, for each i
′ ∈ Ij the term bRN,πi′,j (yi′ , Pi′) can be ex-
pressed as Di′,jERN
[
Cj
(
Xπj
(
yπj , Pj
)
, yπj , Pj
)
| yi′ , Pi′
]
. The definition of pRN,πi,j (yi, Pi) and this
term evaluated for i′ = i+ 1 and yi′ = yi −Xπi (yi, Pi) lead to
pRN,πi,j (yi, Pi) =
ERN
[
bRN,πi+1,j (yi −Xπi (yi, Pi) , Pi+1)∆Pi+1 | yi, Pi,
]
ERN
[
(∆Pi+1)
2 | Pi
]
=
ERN
[
Di+1,jERN
[
Cj
(
Xπj
(
yπj , Pj
)
, yπj , Pj
) | yi −Xπi (yi, Pi) , Pi+1]∆Pi+1 | yi, Pi]
ERN
[
(∆Pi+1)
2 | Pi
]
=
Di+1,jERN
[
Cj
(
Xπj
(
yπj , Pj
)
, yπj , Pj
)
∆Pi+1 | yi, Pi
]
ERN
[
(∆Pi+1)
2 | Pi
] .
Given that the exercise policy π is known, the value of this expression can be estimated by Monte
Carlo simulation under the chosen RN measure. The resulting hedging policy is thus easy to obtain.
Consider the RN version of model (7). Its optimal solution is
(
bRN,π0,i (y0, P0) , i ∈ I
)
. Because
bRN,π0,i (y0, P0) equals D0,iERN [Ci (Xπi (yπi , Pi) , yπi , Pi) | y0, P0], the sum of the elements of this solu-
tion is
∑
i∈I D0,iERN [Ci (Xπi (yπi , Pi) , yπi , Pi) | y0, P0]. This quantity equals the value of the exercise
policy one achieves when using RN valuation based on the given RN measure. That is, quadratic
hedging formulated under this measure enhances RN valuation of this policy, based on the same
measure, by adding to it a hedging policy that is consistent with its resulting value. It follows that
the RN version of model (12) is equivalent to optimizing the exercise policy under RN valuation
for the selected RN measure. Thus, at optimality it yields a no arbitrage value for the option.
The RN version of the recursive procedure for exercise policy optimization discussed in §4
reduces to the standard stochastic dynamic program that is used to optimize the exercise policy
when using RN valuation, as now shown. Suppose that πRN,⋄ is the exercise policy obtained
by applying this method, which relies on defining the terms pRN,x,π
⋄
i,j (yi, Pi) and b
RN,x,π⋄
i,j (yi, Pi)
analogously to (15) and (16), respectively. For each stage i and state (yi, Pi) define V
RN
i (yi, Pi) :=∑
j∈I,j≥i b
RN,π⋄
i,j (yi, Pi). For stage I−1 and each state (yI−1, PI−1) the identity VRNI−1 (yI−1, PI−1) ≡
maxx∈X (yI−1)CI−1(x, PI−1) holds by definition. For each earlier stage i and state (yi, Pi) one has
VRNi (yi, Pi) ≡ max
x∈X (yi)
⎧⎨⎩Ci (x, yi, Pi) + ∑
j∈I,j>i
bRN,x,π
⋄
i,j (yi, Pi)
⎫⎬⎭
= max
x∈X (yi)
⎧⎨⎩Ci (x, yi, Pi) +Di+1 ∑
j∈I,j>i
ERN
[
bRN,π
⋄
i+1,j (yi − x, Pi+1) | Pi
]⎫⎬⎭
= max
x∈X (yi)
⎧⎨⎩Ci (x, yi, Pi) +Di+1ERN
⎡⎣ ∑
j∈I,j>i
bRN,π
⋄
i+1,j (yi − x, Pi+1) | Pi
⎤⎦⎫⎬⎭
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= max
x∈X (yi)
{
Ci (x, yi, Pi) +Di+1ERN
[
VRNi+1 (yi − x, Pi+1) | Pi
]}
.
Extant solution approaches can thus be applied to (approximately) solve this stochastic dynamic
program (see, e.g., Glasserman 2004, Chapter 8, Detemple 2005).
6. Comparison
This section compares the approaches presented in §§4-5 in a simple numerical example.
Consider a call option on a futures. There are three dates. A trinomial lattice (see, e.g.,
Luenberger 2014, p. 429) represents the evolution of the futures price. At each node of this tree
the price can change according to the multiplicative factors u > 1, one, and 1/u. Thus, there
are three and five possible nodes on the second and third dates, respectively (the tree recombines
on the last date). At each node of the tree the price can go up (u), stay the same (s), or move
down (d) with respective probabilities α2, 2α(1 − α), and (1 − α)2, with α ∈ (0, 1), which define
the statistical measure. These choices stem from considering the trinomial tree as being generated
by a binomial lattice (see, e.g., Luenberger 2014, p. 351) with five dates, of which the third and
fifth ones coincide with the second and third ones of the former tree, up and down multiplicative
factors equal to
√
u and 1/
√
u, and up and down probabilities equal to α and 1− α at each node.
The given RN measure has the following corresponding RN probabilities for the u, s, and d moves:
1/(1 +
√
u)2, 2
√
u/(1 +
√
u)2, and u/(1 +
√
u)2. This RN measure is the natural one, because it is
implied by the unique RN measure for the stated underlying binomial tree, which has respective
up and down RN probabilities equal to (1− 1/√u)/(√u− 1/√u) and (√u− 1)/(√u− 1/√u) (see,
e.g., Guthrie 2009, p. 33). The initial futures price is $3. The strike price is $2.9. The up factor u
is 1.25. The considered values of the parameter α are 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8. The trinomial tree has
monthly time steps. The annual risk free discount rate is 0.01. Its associated per period discount
factor equals exp(−0.01/12).
In this example the variance-optimal martingale measure associated with the statistical measure
is an equivalent probability measure for each date and considered α value. Thus, the resulting total
minimal production costs are no arbitrage values for the option. The top part of Table 1 reports
both the probabilities and option values (total minimal production costs) corresponding to the
different values of the parameter α for the variance-optimal martingale measure, which does not
depend on the node of the lattice. The bottom part of Table 1 displays both the probabilities for
the chosen RN measure and its associated option value. The former and latter option values are
respectively similar, somewhat comparable, and differ more substantially if α equals 0.4, 0.2 or 0.6,
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Table 1: Probabilities and option values for the variance-optimal martingale measure and the
selected RN measure.
Variance-Optimal Martingale Measure
Probabilities Option
α u s d Value
0.2 0.1628 0.6028 0.2344 0.4101
0.4 0.2082 0.4919 0.2998 0.4710
0.6 0.1806 0.5592 0.2601 0.4354
0.8 0.1059 0.7416 0.1525 0.3181
Chosen RN Measure
Probabilities Option
u s d Value
0.2066 0.4959 0.2975 0.4691
and 0.8. Both the approach based on the statistical measure and the one that relies on the given
RN measure give the same exercise policy irrespective of the examined values of the parameter α:
Do not exercise on the first date; exercise on the second date when and only when the futures price
moves up; and exercise on the third date if and only if the futures price exceeds the strike price. The
highlighted differences and similarities in option values thus depend on how the variance-optimal
and RN probabilities compare to each other: They considerably and somehow resemble each others
when α equals 0.4 and 02 or 0.6, respectively, but they diverge more markedly when this parameter
takes the value of 0.8.
Label profit and loss (P&L) the total discounted cash flows from purchasing the option on the
first date at the value determined by a given method and following its associated exercise policy,
both without and with adoption of its corresponding hedging policy. There are four possible cases,
depending on whether the option is bought at the value corresponding to the variance-optimal
martingale measure or the given RN measure and the position is unhedged or hedged according to
the policy associated with the valuation approach.
The top part of Table 2 reports the P&L mean, computed using the statistical measure, for each
of the four stated cases and each considered α value. The unhedged P&L means are negative when
α equals 0.2 and 0.4. They are positive otherwise. Ideally the hedged P&L is zero on each possible
sample path, so that its mean is also zero. Quadratic hedging always achieves this mean target
and slightly overshoots it, respectively, when performed under the statistical and the chosen RN
measures. (It can be shown that quadratic hedging based on the statistical measure is guaranteed
to achieve this target.)
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Table 2: P&L means and variances.
P&L Mean
Measure
Statistical RN
α Unhedged Hedged Unhedged Hedged
0.2 −0.3225 0.0000 −0.3814 0.0759
0.4 −0.1064 0.0000 −0.1044 0.0079
0.6 0.3491 0.0000 0.3154 0.0078
0.8 0.8931 0.0000 0.7421 0.0716
P&L Variance
Measure
Statistical RN
α Unhedged Hedged Unhedged Hedged
0.2 0.0998 0.0358 0.0998 0.0229
0.4 0.3463 0.0441 0.3463 0.0428
0.6 0.4594 0.0480 0.4594 0.0426
0.8 0.2343 0.0267 0.2343 0.0222
The models proposed in this paper treat the mean squared replicating errors associated with
different dates as separate entities for modeling convenience. However, the sum of these quantities
is a conservative metric of the ability of a hedging policy to reduce the unhedged P&L variability,
because it cumulates the replicating errors incurred at different dates, thus ignoring offsetting effects
across these dates. The hedged P&L variance considers such effects and is commonly used to assess
hedging performance (see, e.g., Driessen et al. 2003, Secomandi et al. 2015). The bottom part of
Table 2 displays the P&L variance, obtained under the statistical measure, for all the considered
combinations of cases and α values. The unhedged P&L variances are considerable (they are equal
for each given α value because in this example the optimal exercise policies do not depend on which
measure is used). Zero P&L variance is ideal. Quadratic hedging is essentially equally effective
at approaching this goal irrespective of whether it is executed under the statistical measure or the
selected RN measure.
7. Conclusions
This paper broadens the scope of quadratic hedging from European to Bermudan options in discrete
time under market incompleteness and studies its suitability for the optimization of option exercise
policies. The main modeling idea is to use date specific approximate replicating portfolios. Given
any exercise policy, the hedging model can be solved by adapting an existing stochastic dynamic
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program. Using the ensuing martingale measure for exercise policy optimization calls for caution.
If it is an RN measure then it is possible to obtain both an exercise policy and a value for the option
that is arbitrage free by expanding the hedging model with a layer that optimally chooses such a
policy. When this condition does not hold, it is necessary to restrict this model to only consider time
consistent exercise policies, even though its optimal objective function value may not correspond
to a no arbitrage value. Adopting the typical strategy of applying quadratic hedging under an
RN measure eliminates these issues. In particular, it gives a simple hedging policy distinguished
by immediate practical suitability and is equivalent to optimizing the exercise policy based on RN
valuation, which is consequently strengthened by the availability of a compatible hedging policy.
An simple numerical example suggests that this approach provides effective hedging policies.
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